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Period (OOP) mechanism for supporting ABC in IEEE
802.21 MIH services. The performance evaluation of on-off
periods, power consumption, and loss of connectivity
opportunity for the standby interfaces has been shown in
Section IV. Finally, Section V concludes the paper.

Abstract—IEEE 802.21 MIH standard defines the
mechanism for allowing a mobile device with more than one
interface to seamlessly roam between different network
technologies. All interfaces are simultaneously turned on for
discovering the candidate technologies which cause unnecessary
power consumption. In this paper, an On-Off Period (OOP)
mechanism for supporting always best connected (ABC) has
been proposed by enhancing the monitoring process without
any centralized information requirement. The study shows that
for the random waypoint mobility pattern and speeds between 1
- 3 m/s, the low off-durations (15 - 30 seconds) significantly save
the energy around 54% with low loss opportunity.

II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
A. IEEE 802.21 MIH Standard Overview
The standard is designed for supporting mobile devices to
facilitate handover between IEEE 802 networks and non
IEEE 802 networks, including both wired and wireless. MIH
functions are implemented between Data Link and Network
layer, in both mobile device and core network. Three main
services, as shown in Fig. 1, have been defined for supporting
handovers between heterogeneous access links: media
independent event service (MIES), media independent
command service (MICS) and media independent
information service (MIIS).

Index Terms—MIH, IEEE 802.21, power consumption,
On-Off Period mechanism (OOP), ABC

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently in a wireless coverage area, accessing to the
network can be done through various available technologies
such as IEEE 802.11 (WiFi), universal mobile
telecommunications systems (UMTS), IEEE 802.16
(WiMAX), and long term evolution (LTE) [1]. To
appropriately access those networks, the mobile device
requires multiple radio interfaces. A connecting device also
requires a selection criterion and handover mechanisms to
support the always best connected (ABC) [1], [2].
Since 2008, the media independent handover (MIH)
services have been rectified by the IEEE 802.21 standard to
allow any mobile device to seamlessly roam between
different network technologies [3]. However, the standard is
still facing with certain issues such as high handover latency,
inappropriate selection mechanism and parameters,
ping-pong effects between technologies, and unnecessary
power consumption by multiple radio interfaces [4].
In the IEEE 802.21 MIH standard, each interface operates
in either active or standby mode. In active mode, only one
interface will be used for receiving and transmitting data. In
contrast with the standby mode, non-active interfaces keep
monitoring theirs available receiving signal strength which
can be used as candidates for handover process in case of the
active technology is not currently available or less
appropriate. Obviously for the limited power source of a
mobile device, more standby interfaces can consume more
energy.
In Section II of the paper, the background and related work
on power management in IEEE 802.21 MIH services have
been presented. Section III shows the proposed On-Off

Fig. 1. Standard MIH services implementation

MIES monitors the Data Link status, such as Link Going
Down and Link Up/Down, and then reports back to Network
Layer. The MIH device sends command such as handover
initiation to Data Link Layer via the MICS, while MIIS
provides the information about all other networks at the
current position.
B. Related Work on Power Management
Power management researches in MIH service can be
classified into two groups: power awareness during handover
decision and power consumption reduction of standby
interfaces.
For power awareness during handover decision, many
researchers proposed mechanisms to choose a new active
interface when the parameters such as cost or power level hit
certain criterion [5]–[7]. However, the standby interfaces still
normally consume the power. The interface selection
algorithms and call admission control (CAC) has been
proposed by considering power source level and distance
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between a mobile device and base station (BS) in overlay
network [6]. The fuzzy set representation (FSR) TOPSIS
method [7] are subjected to support handover decision of
real-time and non-real-time applications
by avoiding
possible inconsistency of ranking results of candidate
technologies.
For power consumption reduction, some researchers focus
on reducing power use of standby interfaces by turning them
off for some intervals, while the interface operated in the
active mode is an always-on interface [8]–[10]. During the
mobility situation, the number of handovers and the number
of turn-on times for standby interfaces has been studied [8].
However, when the movement speed was over a suitable
connection threshold, for the particular technology, the
interface should be turned off [9]. Some interfaces should
also be tuned off when the devices power level becomes
critically low.
Furthermore, the work in the power reduction category can
be divided into the centralized and decentralized manner. In
the centralized manner, a central server provides some useful
information, such as available services in the coverage area,
for assisting a mobile device to turn off unnecessary standby
interfaces.
A paging mechanism [11] has been proposed that a mobile
device only turns on the active interface (other interfaces
have been turned off) and keeps updating its own location to
the server. Once the device enters a certain covered zone, the
mobile device will be paged to turn on the particular interface.
By receiving the location information of WiFi access point
from a central server, the on-off patterns of the standby
interfaces are proposed, However, some work do not require
any information from a centralized server [8], [9].
In this paper, the effects of on-off periods, power
consumption, and loss of connectivity opportunity for the
standby interfaces during the MIH service without a
centralized server have been analyzed.

become standby interfaces. The state transition can be shown
by Fig. 4.

Fig. 2. On and off-durations in the OOP mechanism

(a) Regular mechanism
(b) OOP mechanism
Fig. 3. The regular and the proposed OOP mechanism comparison

Fig. 4. State Transition of the proposed mechanism

III. ON-OFF PERIOD MECHANISM FOR SUPPORTING ABC
The main goal for our study is to decrease the power
consumption in the MIH service of all standby interfaces by
assigning the on-off pattern for the particular interface with
ABC awareness. To be able to define the suitable on-off
period called OOP (shown in Fig. 2) to each interface, the
802.21MIH standard is slightly modified as shown in Fig. 3.
After a standby interface turns off for n seconds, it will turn
on for one second to monitor the available network. If the link
to the network has been detected, it will enter the Get
Information Phase by using MIIS to retrieve the related
information. Then, the Decision Phase will use the retrieved
information for making handover decision and enters the
Handover Phase as in the regular process. However, if no link
available, the interface will remain in the OOP state by
switching itself to off state for another n seconds
off-duration.
When a mobile device is leaving out of the current
coverage area, triggered by the Link Going Down event by
the MIES, it will change to the regular period state by turning
on all standby interfaces for preparation to the nearby
incoming handover. Once the handover process is over, the
mobile device enters the OOP state. All non-active interfaces

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
With the proposed OOP scheme, the detection of a new
available wireless technology at the cell edge might be
delayed when compared with the regular scheme that all
interfaces are always-on.
A. Loss Opportunity
To evaluate the ABC, the loss opportunity has been studied.
Fig. 5 shows the loss opportunity definition. At position (I), a
mobile device moves from the UMTS to the WiMAX
coverage area. In case of the regular scheme, a new signal of
the WiMAX will be immediately detected, while in OOP the
detection might be delayed, position (II), for an

Mx

seconds due to the current status of the standby interface
(WiMAX) is off. The mobile device remains connected with
the WiMAX until reaching the edge of the WiFi cell at
position (III). The detection of the WiFi signal might also be
delayed for

F x seconds. Therefore, the loss opportunity (L)

of the WiMAX and WiFi can be calculated as (1) and (2),
respectively.
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LWiMAXX =
LWiFi =

Mx
MT1 + MT 2
Fx
FT

C. Results and Discussion
a
interfacces during thee correspondiing
Fiig. 8 shows active
movement of Fig. 7. In Figg. 8(a), the active interfaace
r
schemee is shown, wh
hile Fig. 8(b)--(f)
utilizzation of the regular
repreesent the activve interface uttilization of OO
OP scheme with
w
certaain loss opporttunity of WiM
MAX and WiF
Fi.
Fiig. 9 demonstrates the loss opporrtunity of the
t
stand
dbyWiFi interrface with thee various on-o
off periods. For
F
exam
mple, in 15 seecond off-durration shown in Fig. 9(d), at
time position (I) thhe WiFi detecttion delay is 14.0002 secondds,
WiFi detection
n delay becom
mes
while at the positiion (V) the W
3.0002 seconds.

(1)
(2)

B. Experimeental Setup
The behavioor of the prooposed mechaanism in the MIH
seervices has beeen studied byy implementinng on the nettwork
sim
mulator (NS)) version 2.299 [12] with the
t mobility patch
w
written
by NIST
T [13].
The test scennario has beenn setup as shoown in Fig. 6. The
teest area is deefined as 5000 m ×500 m.
m There are three
avvailable netwoorks (WiFi, WiMAX,
W
and UMTS)
U
in testt area,
coonnected to a router. By im
mplementing a random way point
m
mobility
patterrn, a mobile device startts with a ranndom
poosition and mooves around thhrough the covverage area off each
w
wireless
technoology, while coommunicatingg data with thee sink
noode located ouutside the areaa.
Table I shhows simulaation parameters. The power
p
coonsumptions [8]
[ used in thee calculation are
a shown in Table
T
II.
The experiment has been teested with 9 sccenarios, randdomly
seelected startinng positions inn the test areaa. Each scenaario is
evvaluated for thhe OOP withh 5, 10, 15, 30, and 60 secconds
offf-durations. Fig.
F 7 shows ann example of experiments with
w a
starting locationn and movemeent trace. Eachh starting poinnt will
bee repeatedly experimentedd with three constant mooving
sppeeds: 1, 2 andd 3 m/s.

TA
ABLE I: SIMULATION PARAMETERSS

Parameters
P

Description
n

Simulation time
Topology
T
Mobile
M
device inteerfaces
Number
N
of mobilee device(s)
Number
N
of UMTS
S base station(s)
Number
N
of WiMA
AX base
sttation(s)
Number
N
of WiFi access
a
point(s)

3,600 secondss
500 m × 500 m
UMTS, WiMAX and WiFi
1 mobile deviice
1 base station
n
1 base station
n
1 AP
ps), 1000-byte
CBR(256 kbp
pkt. size

Application/Traffi
A
ic

TAB
BLEI II: CHARAC
CTER PARAMETER
RS
Power consuumption (W)
[8]

Transition

Neetwo
rk

Range
(m)

Tx

R
Rx

Idle

Power
(W)

Timee
(sec)

UM
MTS

All area

2.805

0.495

0.082

0.002

0.05

WiiMA
X

500

1.32

00.66

0.2

0.002

0.05

Wi-Fi
W

100

2.25

11.35

0.75

0.002

0.05

Fig. 5. Looss opportunity

Fig. 7. A trace example fo
for 1m/s mobility speed

In
n Fig. 10(a), for
f the movinng speed of 1 m/s, the tootal
energ
gy use of thee mobile devicce for each OOP
O
normalizzed
with
h the energy use
u of the reggular schemee, called Enerrgy
Ratio
o, have been displayed. Thhe decreasing
g rate (the sloope
betw
ween each offf-duration) off energy ratio is significanntly
high
h in low off-ddurations (5, 10, and 15 seeconds with the
t
energ
gy saving of 46.77%,
4
51.188%, and 53.53%, respectively).
How
wever, for highher off-durations (30 and 60
6 seconds with
w
the energy
e
savingg of 55.63% aand 57.14%, respectively)
r
t
the
decreasing rate off energy ratio bbecomes sligh
htly low.
d WiMAX looss
Fiig. 10(b) shoows that botth WiFi and

F 6. Network toopology for simullation
Fig.
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opportunity rates of low-durations are quite small. And its
rate increases when the off-durations getting higher. The
increasing of WiMAX loss opportunity rate is slower than the
WiFi loss opportunity rate due to the mobile device stays
longer in the WiMAX coverage area. In the current scenario,
from (1) and (2), the M x and Fx are quite the same, while

WiFi 1 m/s
0.25

Loss oppoertunity

M T 1 + M T 2 is much greater than the

0.3

FT durations.

WiMAX 1 m/s

0.2
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0
0
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70

Off-durations for standby interface (sec)
(b)
Fig. 10. Experimental results for 1 m/s mobility speed
(a) energy ratio and (b) loss opportunity
1
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Fig. 8. The active interface utilization (from Fig. 7 scenario)
for various off-durations
(a) 0 sec, (b) 5 sec, (c) 10 sec, (d) 15 sec, (e) 30 sec, (f) 60 sec
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Fig. 9. The status of WiFi interfaces (from Fig. 7 scenario)
for various off-durations
(a) 0 sec, (b) 5 sec, (c) 10 sec, (d) 15 sec, (e) 30 sec, (f) 60 sec
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Fig. 11. Experimental results for various mobility speeds
(a) energy ratio (b) WiFi loss opportunity (c) WiMAX loss opportunity
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[7]

The results show that the decreasing rate of energy ratio for
each speed (1, 2, and 3 m/s) holds the same trend, as show in
Fig. 11(a). Once the speed of mobile device increases, the
WiFi loss opportunity rate becomes higher, while the
increasing of WIMAX loss opportunity rate does not
significantly change as shown in Fig. 11(b) and 11(c)
respectively.
Therefore, the off-duration has the significantly influences
on the power consumption only for low value of off-duration
with low loss opportunity. For higher off-durations, the
power is not significantly saved while it may cause higher
loss opportunity. From the experiments, for gaining the best
performance, the suitable off-durations should be in the range
of 15 to 30 seconds which can save the energy around 54%
compared with the regular scheme.

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
[12]
[13]

V. CONCLUSION
From the proposed On-Off Period (OOP) mechanism to
support always best connected (ABC) properties, the mobile
device can save more energy by turning off the standby
interfaces for a period of time while the chance to detect the
suitable available wireless signal candidates for handover
process is still an acceptable ABC with low loss opportunity.
The movement speed of mobile device has higher effects on
the small wireless coverage area (such as WiFi) than the
higher coverage area (such as WiMAX). More mobility
patterns, speeds, and the size of the coverage area for each
technology are needed for investigation in the future.
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